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Introduction 
I am a Lecturer in Creative and Cultural Entrepreneurship at Goldsmiths College, University 
of London; and Visiting Fellow, Columbia Institute of Tele-Information, Columbia Business 
School, Columbia University. My research concerns film industry risk, market devices and 
data analytics. I have worked on projects with British Screen Forum, Film London, nesta, 
Sigma Films, Sundance Institute, and the Mallen Conference.

This submission speaks only to certain selected Call questions. These selections reflect only 
the author’s areas of specialist experience and are not a prioritisation of all issues. The 
perspective given focuses mainly on independent film, recognising the myriad connections 
across sectors and networks of scale at play regarding data and distribution.

Executive Summary - Recommendations

 The inquiry should consistently specify its topics according to the mechanics of 
industry action, avoiding any confusion over ‘British films/industry’ designations, and 
thereby generate targeted responses respecting the complexity of the field.

 The UK should seriously engage with, and contribute to, the work of international 
initiatives including: the European Film Agency Directors’ association, the European 
Audiovisual Observatory, MovieLabs, Crescine.

 The government must intervene to support industry in addressing the knowledge gap 
regarding film finance (valuation, budgets, deal structures, revenues), consumption 
across all windows (volume, recommendation, discoverability), and audiences 
(composition, behaviour). This data work1 impacts across issues of supply/demand; 
inward investment; skills and careers; AI; and governance.

How attractive is the UK as a global destination for the production of film and high-end 
television?

o What are the benefits and challenges of overseas investment for the UK’s film-
making capacity?

In addition to economic and labour issues, best addressed by e.g. the British Film 
Commission, British Screen Forum, Pact, Olsberg SPI etc., this first question highlights 
the importance of specificity in addressing the subjects of this inquiry. 

While the headline aim of this inquiry is to: “examine the current challenges faced by the 
British film and high-end television industry” its terms of reference and launch comments 
largely foreground inward investment and thus concern the UK’s highly successful role 
as a “global destination for production” (i.e. projects largely greenlit, owned, controlled, 
and revenue generating for, US companies)2. This is rather than, for instance, 
conceptualising “the British film and high-end television industry” as British originated, 
produced, and owned projects returning revenue for UK businesses. 
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Of course, the British film and high-end television industry is both. It is the employment 
of UK talent and businesses in service of incoming projects as well as the creative 
generation of British cultural works. The two are deeply interlinked in a complex, 
dynamic ecosystem. Rather than jumping between areas, conflating terms, and risk 
miscommunication3, a precise, stepwise assessment of issues is preferable.

Without independent film - the talent, businesses and ideas that drive the myriad 
Hollywood projects filling our studios would not exist.4 Without inward investment work, 
most of the labour force and industry would not survive5. However, these categories are 
not completely distinct, nor totally or simplistically symbiotic. The inward investment 
boom is a phenomenal success6, but it has raised costs7 and reduced access to cast, crew 
and studio space for independents. A rapid decline in domestic film production spend 
(£319.1m in 2018/19 to £157.8m in 2022/3)8 leads to a cultural deficit – vitally important 
in and of itself9. Additionally, a devastated domestic sector will ultimately lead to an 
undermining of professionals servicing incoming projects. Productions which themselves 
are ultimately subject to exchange rate, competition, and international labour risks e.g. 
US Writers’ and Screen Actors’ guilds’ strikes, factors which national strategies must 
recognise10. 

It is vital to ensure shared and clear terminology for productive discussion and 
policymaking when addressing “the British film and high-end television industry”. Rather 
than treating it as a monolith or using phrases interchangeably, particular contexts and 
parameters must be explicitly expressed for each sub-topic examination and response. 
Exhibition and Production are mentioned explicitly in the Call, but the ‘industry’ is also 
constituted by Sales and Distribution amongst many other value chain components. All 
must be considered seriously to address the domestic industry in crisis, and thus preserve 
and support the making of e.g. Aftersun, Attack the Block, Bronson, Four Lions, Grenfell, 
Hunger, This is England, Red Road, The Stuart Hall Project, Under the Skin; as well as 
the needs of inward investment filmmaking. This can allow cutting edge work in screen 
convergence and content production to continue11 but also the UK’s independent cultural 
voices to be saved. Informed, coherent analysis based on specific intrinsic factors of e.g. 
IP creation, finance provision, and revenue returning ownership, is critical. Framing 
inquiry tasks using such factors will also help with examination of cases where domestic 
content and external capital are successfully blended e.g. the brilliant Aardman and their 
successfully negotiated dependencies12. Such is the magnitude of the current predicament 
that even these most successful of creatives recognise the extreme pressure: “If you don’t 
have access to funding, then you have to make your budgets smaller or you sell rights… 
you have tens of millions of pounds of value leaving the UK” “there’s been declining 
investment in UK-originated content”13. A comprehensive and clear account of related 
issues is provided in my colleague Dr Martin Smith’s submission. The following content 
concentrates on specific intersecting areas of data availability and access to finance.

What are the current challenges facing the UK’s independent film production sector?

The independent film industry is in crisis14. Many current challenges are chronic problems, 
regularly, repeatedly, and clearly identified in multiple expert reports year after year15. Key 
challenges of undercapitalisation and risk were identified in this inquiry’s referent – the 
Commons 2002-3 report on the British Film Industry. 
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Access to finance is consistently identified as a crucial issue by: film banking experts16, 
British audiovisual industry bodies17, industry companies for nesta’s PEC18, WIPO19, the 
2023 House of Lords CCI report20 and the 2023 DCMS Creative Industries Sector Vision21 
amongst many others. It is a well understood issue derived from the risk profile of film22. 
Risk is inseparable from the creative nature of the work and can lead to exponential hits and 
returns, but it can be framed and managed better23 and part of that process is improving the 
knowledge base. As industry investors24 and public funders including Creative England25 
recognise alongside those cited above, there is a lack of actionable data available26. The UK’s 
lack is regularly evidenced in the European Audiovisual Observatory’s film finance report, 
where the UK sample contribution (recently - 8 films) is so minimal it gets a technical note 
(for comparison France provided 141) 27. Other nations are leading the way in addressing film 
finance and data issues28, and are doing so innovatively, reorganising sector practices by 
combining integrated private entrepreneurship29 with supportive integrated public support 
infrastructure30 and research31, including linking to new, connected challenges of the 
streaming era.

Highlighted by the US Writers’ and Screen Actors’ guilds’ strikes32, but well understood for 
the best part of a decade33, improved data transparency (largely pertaining to streaming 
services34) is utterly critical for project (e)valuation, budgeting, deal negotiation and thus IP 
retention, marketing and distribution, revenue allocation outcomes, and thus re-investment 
and sustainability / growth opportunities 35. Despite BFI being a member of European Film 
Agency Directors association (EFADs), there does not appear to be clear, strategic action in 
the UK towards EFADs stated goals concerning data availability36. To be clear, improved 
transparency should not be confused with completely open, public dissemination of all data, 
nor should improved data access be considered some silver bullet that would make every film 
a hit, the fundamental dynamics of unique works still hold37. Notions that we should just 
make things like The King’s Speech / Four Weddings and a Funeral remain an uninformed 
re-use of an availability heuristic. However, increased, appropriate data sharing and analysis 
can make a positive impact38, not least in value chain counterparty interactions. The 
amplified dominance of streamers (as producers and distributors) and complexity of data use39 
(in recommendation, discoverability, and marketing), running parallel to pressure on budgets 
and labour terms in Streaming’s 3rd Act (following market capture, and competition, comes 
change40) – means that such impact is increasingly existentially important for industry 
practitioners41. DCMS and BFI recognised in 2011/12 that “It begins with the audience”42 but 
the audience have become further and further away – increasingly absent from the cinema for 
UK films and largely unknowable via the platforms, despite such data being increasingly 
utilised and valued as advertising supported streaming tiers proliferate43.

Yet this distancing data gap need not be the case. The UK has excellent industry and 
technical talent. Recently British Screen Forum have led in proposing a UK Film Data Centre44

, BBC R&D45 innovate with interoperable audience data use, the Ada Lovelace Institute’s46 
AI research highlights the need for work on recommendations and metadata - data driven 
analytics research being well served in the UK47. The tax relief system also provides an 
existing means of information collection that could be capitalised upon, it is a very powerful, 
very rare carrot/stick. A very limited, well-intentioned effort regarding video-on-demand 
(VOD) data provision following a 2020 Global Screen Fund proposal shows some positive 
recognition of the issues, but also emphasises the scale, scope and coherence of the work that 
it needed.48 
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Leadership, resources and cohesion are required 49. Typically, action on data issues 
(audiences and therefore viewership related payments50) has been connected to issues of 
investment, and rights retention51, often via regulation52. Unlike other nations, the UK has not 
pursued legal obligations for streamers, such as via the EU’s AVMS directive and other 
legislation for securing certain levels of investment53 - per France54, Germany55 and 
elsewhere56. This approach has likely been to ensure the inward investment cash cow can be 
retained, but it is not without problems. As with proposal 1 of the 2018 BFI Commission on 
Independent Film57, progress on proposal 4 – commercial development funding (including by 
streamers) - has been weak58. For example, an agreed Netflix ‘Breakout’ programme to 
develop six UK projects, with one to be produced at £1.5m with a global launch (rights 
resting with Creative UK not Netflix), has been reduced to zero greenlit films59 (Netflix is 
understood to spend approximately $1.5bn pa in the UK60). It is undoubtedly an incredibly 
tricky issue of balance – retaining inward investor satisfaction, and attempting to rescue the 
parlous state of domestic film61 by addressing investment in independents, data sharing, and 
IP splits. The 2022 Economic Review of Independent Film recommended intervention to 
secure streaming investment (either voluntarily or by requirement) the BFI response was to 
indicate they would discuss the matter with the streamers62. It is a very hard problem, likely 
to get even harder as streamers look to reduce spending and improve their profitability63. 

Nevertheless, change and action is needed, and it is a time of global challenge to the Alliance 
of Motion Picture and Television Producers companies’ dominance in organisational 
relations64. In addition, necessary conditions for routes forward have been laid out. Lord 
Puttnam’s call for unity across the Film Value Chain (FVC) in pursuit of an economically 
sustainable national industry65 is extremely important, not just in developing policy, but also 
in driving active, cohesive, collaborative working groups on sector issues (one of many areas 
where film must learn from music66).  This cohesion is not simply a matter of positioning, but 
something that can be readily, valuably, dynamically materialised in industrial processes e.g. 
in data sharing and analysis across silos, which can be facilitated by innovation including use 
of differential privacy and federated learning solutions.67 

Information additional to the answers above is provided in combined response to several 
selected questions below. Given the Call’s request for concision, only points potentially 
additional to expertise available elsewhere are provided. Thus, these are not full answers, nor 
a prioritisation of the issues raised in the Call.

 What is the demand for and capacity for production of films with a clear British 
identity?

 What more can be done to incentivise film and high-end television production in the 
UK?

 What are the issues facing the UK’s film exhibition sector?
 What can the industry and Government do to ensure British film and high-end 

television can adapt for the future?
 What should be prioritised to ensure a strong skills pipeline and retention in the film 

and high-end TV industry?
 What are the risks and benefits of artificial intelligence to the sector?

Addressing the supply and demand of identifiably British film is a multi-layered issue. As 
various BFI statistics attest, production continues its sharp decline: from over 250 domestic 
features pa in 2018/19 to less than 100 in 2022/368 - "Domestic independent films accounted 
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for 28% (£174 million) the lowest percentage for this part of the production ecosystem since 
this line of analysis started in 2016"69. Whilst the pandemic accelerated the general 
degradation of cinema-going habits, with a generalised legacy of attendance largely only for 
mega-event  movies70, the Covid-led uptick in at-home digital consumption also shows the 
nature of the challenge: “Streaming continues to [be] the most popular way of watching films 
in terms of overall reach and number...' 'the three film types in Wave III to see the largest 
decline in popularity (in reach terms) vs Wave I were independent films (-15%), UK films (-
13%) & animation films (-13%)”71. 

People can barely watch films or shows that are hardly marketed, featured or recommended, 
and cannot watch those that aren’t made. The broad trend of fewer, bigger, global franchise 
films dominating the market has many implications72. As noted, UK talent and companies are 
gainfully employed, but not producing independent work, major companies choose to focus 
on fewer, more mainstream titles73, rather than new ideas, and a cycle of decreasing supply 
and demand continues. This is compounded by the closure of the few cultural institutions 
showing non-mainstream work, and disconnection from networked resources74. 

National culture is built holistically over time, historically for film via e.g. film-houses and 
Channel 4 programming. Destruction of the independent British audiovisual screen and stage 
sectors and wider arts and broadcast ecosystem including education and entry routes (careers 
range across theatre, radio, TV, film, games) closes off opportunities to find and develop the 
work of e.g. the next Lynne Ramsay, Michaela Coel, Peter Mullan, Samson Kayo – to the 
great detriment of the nation, and also the global companies and audiences benefiting from 
their future work - Apple, HBO, Netflix, Amazon Studios. So, what can be done?

One key area for action, alongside the obvious intervention of economic resources75, is the 
evaluative infrastructure that helps decide what gets made and how – the devices that aid 
(rather than determine) creative risk taking. Understanding audiences, who they are, how they 
discover and engage with films and HETV is critical, and this extends to exhibition as well as 
streaming. Cross FVC boundary sharing of data is very limited in the UK, and the need to do 
better is well recognised by the cinema industry itself.76 There are established practices that 
can be learned from e.g. in Japan, China, France77. The opportunity to build back better post 
lockdowns by integrating digital ticketing applications, marketing, and audience analysis for 
shareable data insights was not exploited in the UK. Intervention and support to aid this is 
vital. 

It is also an area of direct application of AI. The use of computer vision, natural language 
processing, and machine learning in project analysis and recommendation systems is 
established, and part of more prosaic AI sector that, along with VFX, can aid workflow 
efficiencies, e.g. to append metadata, examine content tone, perform viewing cluster 
analyses, and personalise services78. This is different to the current high profile, extremely 
valid and important, concerns over generative AI and attendant questions of copyright 
infringement, labour replacement, and always relevant issues of bias and harm79. It is clear 
both that the field of AI requires thoughtful regulation, and that it will be a crucial ongoing 
part of the film and HETV industry. This has implications for skills development - it requires 
data literacy80, but it is also vital that broad arts education is available to all – this is not a 
pure technical area, for industry success - engineering outputs must be enriched with 
(contextually selected) metadata and business logic dependent on the understanding and 
application of creativity81. The film business depends upon painting, sculpture, architecture, 
dance, design, theatre, music, photography, craft and literature amongst other components. 
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The seventh art is a complex co-creation. Most importantly though, that creation must be 
safe, sustainable, and supportive of everyone. Thankfully the UK has experts working on 
those areas82, as well as on the more narrowly framed subjects of my submission83. However, 
resources and alignment are desperately needed if the UK independent sector is to be saved.

Dr Michael Franklin
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